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The purpose of this module is to interrogate the Irish revolution of the years
1912 to 1923 by placing it in the context of, and comparing it with,
contemporary revolutions. To do so this module will approach the Irish
revolution through a series of key questions. Pursuing these questions will
deepen the students’ knowledge of events in Ireland and facilitate their
engagement with broader historiographical debates that both illuminate the
Irish case and introduce them to important current scholarship on European
revolutions in a world of imperial decline.
Throughout this module students will therefore engage with a set of governing
questions: what is a revolution?; did Ireland have a revolution?; if so, what
kind of revolution was it?; what were the causes and effects of revolutions?;
what responses did it inspire?; what can we learn about the Irish experience by
studying other revolutionary or state formation moments in the period 1912
to 1923?; was the Irish revolution necessary?; what light does study of the Irish
revolution throw on what are general problems in revolutionary studies and in
European and Imperial histories?; what, if anything, makes the Irish case
different?

Learning
Outcomes

Students will engage in focused comparative reading of cutting edge literature
on revolution. They will be introduced to and analyse primary sources selected
to prompt informed debate on the key issues in a seminar setting.
On successful completion of this module the learner will be able to:
1. Demonstrate his/her knowledge of the revolutionary events in Ireland and
other European states in the 1912-1923 period.
2. Understand the causes, characteristics, and consequences of revolutionary
trends in Ireland during the early twentieth century.
3. Compare the Irish revolution to revolutions in Europe during the early
twentieth century
4. Critically engage with primary sources – including digitized sources – so as
to deepen understanding of the revolutionary movements and ideologies
of the period.
5. Articulate an understanding of the evolution of the analytical frameworks
deployed in the examination of revolutions.
6. Evaluate the relationship between historiographical approaches to the
study of revolution in Ireland and Europe.
7. Interrogate the relationship between commemoration, popular memory
and scholarly investigation of revolution.
8. Reflect upon the relationship of contemporary visual and literary art to
revolutionary events.
9. Prepare, deliver and review in-class presentations of secondary and
primary sources.
10. Formulate research questions within the thematic blocks provided.
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Assessment Breakdown
Continuous Assessment
End of Semester Formal Examination
Assessment
Type
Class participation (including the regular
submissions of questions in response to
readings and a peer-reviewed in-class
presentation)
Research paper (5,000 words)

Student
Workload

Key
Readings

Description
Lectures
Seminars
Field Trip
Assigned Weekly Readings
Presentation and Peer-Review Preparation
Independent Learning and Research Paper
Total

% Contribution
40

60

%
100
0
Learning
Outcomes
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,
8, 9, 10

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,
10
Total Hours
12
12
6
48
12
160
250

Books/Book Chapters/Journal Articles/Online Resources
Joost Augusteijn, The Irish Revolution, 1913-1923 (Basingstoke, 2002)
Oleg Budnitskii, Russian Jews Between the Reds and the Whites, 1917-1920
(Philadelphia, 2012)
Marie Coleman, The Irish Revolution, 1916-1923 (Abingdon, 2013)
Mary E. Daly & Margaret O’Callaghan (eds), 1916 in 1966: commemorating the Easter
Rising (Dublin, 2007)
Sheila Fitzpatrick, The Russian Revolution (3rd, ed., Oxford, 2008)
Sheila Fitzpatrick, & Yuri Slezkine (eds.), In the shadow of revolution: life stories of
Russian women from 1917 to the Second World War (Princeton, 2000)
Sheila Fitzpatrick, The cultural front: power and culture in revolutionary Russia (Ithaca,
NY, 1992)
Robert Gerwarth, The vanquished: why the First World War failed to end (London,
2016)
Peter Hart, The I.R.A. and its enemies: violence and community in Cork, 1916-1923
(Oxford, 1998)
Peter Hart, The I.R.A. at war, 1916-1923 (Oxford, 2003)
Marnie Hay, Bulmer Hobson and the nationalist movement in twentieth-century
Ireland (Manchester, 2009)
David L. Hoffmann, Cultivating the masses: modern state practices and Soviet
socialism, 1914–1939 (Ithaca, 2011)
Michael Hopkinson, Green against green: the Irish civil war (Dublin, 1988)
Peter Holquist, Making war, forging revolution: Russia's continuum of crisis, 19141921 (Boston, 2002)
Peter Holquist, “Violent Russia, Deadly Marxism: Russia in the Epoch of
Violence,” Kritika: Explorations in Russian and Eurasian History 4, no. 3 (Summer
2003), 627-52
John Horne, Our war: Ireland and the Great War (Dublin, 2008)
Anton Kaes, Martin Jay, & Edward Dimendberg (eds), The Weimar Republic
sourcebook (Oakland, 1995)
William Murphy, Political imprisonment and the Irish, 1912-1921 (Oxford, 2014)
Elena Namli, Jayne Svenungsson and Alana M. Vincent (eds.), Jewish thought, utopia,
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and revolution (Leiden, 2014)
Charles Townshend, Easter 1916: the Irish rebellion (London, 2005)
Charles Townshend, The Republic: the fight for Irish independence, 1918- 1923
(London, 2013)
Useful online resources









Indicative
Content

Bureau of Military History at http://www.bureauofmilitaryhistory.ie/
Military Service Pensions Collection at
http://www.militaryarchives.ie/en/collections/online-collections/military-servicepensions-collection
Selection of texts on the Russian revolution at
https://eudocs.lib.byu.edu/index.php/Russian_Revolution,_Civil_War_and_USSR_
1917-1991
Selection of texts by Lenin and Trotsky at
http://www.historyguide.org/europe/rusrev_links.html
Primary sources on Soviet History at http://soviethistory.msu.edu/
https://www.hathitrust.org/
Bela Kun archive at http://www.marxistsfr.org/archive/kun-bela/index.htm

Lecture Title
Brief Description
The rise of nationalism as a challenge to the The students will be introduced to the
imperial order
dawning of, what one historian has
described as, an ‘age of hyperactive
nationalism’ and the literature that
seeks to explain this phenomenon as
well as to the imperial responses to
these new developments.
Youth and revolutionary mentalities
The students will examine the value of
the idea of a ‘revolutionary generation’,
in Ireland and Europe, bonded by their
youth, a shared intent upon radical
change and a shared rejection of their
elders’ world. They will explore the
factors that ‘made’ such a generation,
including early manifestations of
paramilitarism.
War and Revolution
The students will explore the
relationship of the First World War to
revolution. To what extent was war the
mid-wife of revolution in this period?
To what extent were imperial
responses determined by the war
context?
Paramilitarism and Violence
The students will investigate the
relationship of paramilitarism to
violence pre- and post-World War One.
Such violence marked not only Ireland
but many of the former territories of
Europe’s collapsed or collapsing
empires
Non-violent revolutionary strategies
The students will interrogate the role of
non-violent forms of revolutionary
activity. They will look at various forms
of ‘public defiance’, propaganda, and
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passive resistance, including prison
protest.
Servants of the ‘old order’
The students will analyse the
consequences of revolution for servants
of the old order, in particular
employees of the pre-revolutionary
state. Were they driven from their jobs
and public life or did revolution see the
pouring of ‘old wine into new bottles’?
Revolution and everyday life
The students will assess the effects of
revolution upon the lives of nonparticipants. How was everyday life of
civilians – children for example impacted upon and how did they
respond?
National or Social revolution
The students will assess the extent to
which revolutions were underpinned by
a desire to overthrow the social as well
as the political order? How did this vary
from
place
to
place?
What
characteristics distinguished places
where national revolutions occurred
(Ireland) and those where social
revolution was the outcome (Russia)?
Civil War and counter-revolution?
Many of these conflicts were marked by
Civil War. The students will consider the
extent to which these civil wars were
conflicts between the forces of
revolution and those of counterrevolution.
Ethnic and religious minorities, and new The students will examine the
borders
experience of ethnic and religious
minorities in revolutionary contexts.
They
will
focus
on
national
revolutionary contexts where new
borders
were
drawn,
exposing
minorities to the dangers of being
defined as the other or ‘disloyal’. Were
such minorities characterized by
nostalgia for the multi-national Imperial
past when confronted with a populist,
ethno-nationalist present?
Remembering revolution/commemoration
The students will explore the role that
remembering revolution played in the
construction of post-revolutionary
elites and in post-revolutionary statebuilding.
Conclusion: group discussion
To what extent was the Irish revolution
unique when compared to other
European cases?
Other programme(s) to which module will be delivered in 2016-2017
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